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drive; stomach upset; sleep problems; 
anxiety; restlessness; lack of motivation 
or focus; irritability or anger; and sad-
ness or depression.2

When ignored, stress can lead to 
burnout, substance abuse, or physical or 
mental illness, such as depression and 
suicide.3 

Deadlines, billing pressures, client 
demands, long hours, changing laws, 
competitive environments, evolv-
ing legal technologies and climbing 
law school debt are just a few aspects 
of being a lawyer that can be stress-
ful.4 Parents also are facing additional 
stress with concerns about the impact of 
COVID-19 on their children’s social de-
velopment, academic development and 
emotional health.5

How do you cope in the moments 
when your thoughts are overwhelming, 
when an outcome for a client will be un-
desirable, or when conflicts at work and 
home are happening simultaneously?6 

How many of us disregard how we 
feel to get more work done, have an 
extra coffee, eat something sugary, or 
drink a high-voltage energy drink or 
loaded tea to push through fatigue rather 
than slowing down or resting?7

Mindfulness and meditation are en-

Everyone admires Sam. Sam is 
kind and intelligent. Sam has a 
beautiful family and is always 
well-dressed. Sam made the 

“Top 40 Under 40” List for three con-
secutive years and reached the pinnacle 
of a lawyer’s career at an early age. 

Sam looks great on the outside, but 
no one can see the mounting struggles 
on the inside.

“One drink won’t hurt to unwind,” 
Sam thought. Then the drinking in-
creased to nightly.

“I can survive on four hours of sleep,” 
Sam reasoned. “This is a big case.”

Sam ignores the headache that will 
not go away, the muscle pains and di-
gestive issues. Sam is ignoring the dras-
tic weight changes. Sam thinks nothing 
of increasing the dosage of over-the-
counter medications — something to 
sleep, something to rise and definitely a 
little something to relax.

No one notices that Sam is quickly 
spiraling out of control because Sam 
shows up every day and continues to 
generate high-quality work.

Sam could be any one of us. 
Social distancing and remote work 

made it easier to hide from colleagues, 
but we could not escape ourselves. We 
were forced to spend time with our-
selves and stare in the mirror to evaluate 
who was staring back. 

Since returning to brick-and-mortar 
offices, who checks on you and sees be-
yond the forced smile, beyond the suit 
and beyond the conquer-at-any-cost de-
termination? Do you know what is go-
ing on with your colleagues and those 
closest to you? Have you taken a mo-
ment to check on them personally, es-
pecially after seeing a slight change in 
their behavior and personality? 

Some gamble. Some abuse and 
misuse substances. Someone else may 
lash out and have violent urges. These 
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habits — including smoking, drinking, 
abuse of prescription medicine to cope, 
sleeping little, barely exercising, eating 
unhealthy foods, acting highly irritated, 
excessively social or quietly isolated — 
create a cycle that can impair the ability 
to practice law competently.

Practicing law is a vital public ser-
vice, so what happens when practicing 
law takes a physical and emotional toll 
on us? Who advises the public adviser? 

Mental health and substance abuse 
issues are well documented among law-
yers who, like anyone else, encounter 
stress, burnout, anxiety, depression, 
addiction, insomnia and suicidal ide-
ations.1 Too often, we feel helpless as 
substance abuse, mental health or other 
personal issues worsen and threaten our 
careers and lives. 

Lawyer assistance programs, bar as-
sociations and law schools all around 
the country have been encouraging an 
open and honest conversation about 
mental health and other issues and con-
cerns that negatively affect the legal 
profession, such as stress. 

The American Bar Association 
(ABA) lists 12 common symptoms of 
stress — headache; muscle tension or 
pain; chest pain; fatigue; change in sex 
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couraged, with numerous studies re-
vealing that both can reduce anxiety and 
teach you how to slow your thoughts 
down and not become overwhelmed in 
stressful situations.8 Mindfulness makes 
way for positive thinking as you become 
aware of your feelings, thoughts, actions 
and surroundings.9

Some of us may need to turn off our 
cell phones and other devices. We are 
inundated with emails, texts and Zoom 
meeting requests, but social media also 
impacts our overall well-being. Social 
media platforms have emerged as popu-
lar venues for sharing individual experi-
ences, seeking information and offering 
support. However, social media use has 
been linked to depression, anxiety, lone-
liness and low self-esteem.10 A break 
from smartphones, and especially social 
media, increases productivity, lifts your 
mood and allows you to spend more 
time with loved ones.11

Remember that social media is 
not reality. Most people only post an 
achievement. They rarely show long 
nights, never-ending tears or the over-
whelming moments when it feels as 
if breath has left the body. Many only 
show the highlights of their lives, which 
can be demotivating. Some only show 
their successes, but never touch their ex-
periences of defeat or distress. 

We should be more willing to admit 
that we do not always have “it” alto-
gether. We also need to stop comparing 
ourselves to others. Everyone has his/
her own path and own story. Focus on 
your lane and what makes you joyful.

Also, think about your mindset. 
When you think about yourself and why 
you may not be achieving your goals, 
do you ever consider that you may be 
standing in your own way? What may 
be stopping you or holding you back is 
you. Do you ever down-talk yourself or 
come off as negative about your work, 
others or your life? Sometimes you are 
the negative energy but know that you 
have the power to change that.

To improve your well-being, first 
recognize that the most exciting, chal-
lenging and significant relationship of 
all is the one you have with yourself. 
Second, make your mental health a pri-
ority. It is okay not to be okay. Take care 

of yourself first and it will be easier to 
care for others, including family, friends 
and the greater community. Third, spend 
time outside of work with family or so-
cializing with friends. Use time away 
from work to intentionally recharge and 
create balance to avoid burnout.12

Some coping strategies for stress 
suggested by the ABA include realizing 
your limitations, setting healthy bound-
aries, prioritizing, improving communi-
cation, sharing your feelings with some-
one trustworthy and nonjudgmental, 
eating and sleeping well, and seeking 
help.13

It is time to reboot! Know that JLAP 
is here to serve and support you. We 
work with judges, lawyers, law stu-
dents, family members and the entire 
legal community. Our areas of support 
include aging, alcohol and drugs, com-
passion fatigue, depression, gambling, 
suicide prevention, wellness and other 
mental health concerns. JLAP is here if 
you need someone to talk to.

Social media offers the option of us-
ing a filter before posting a picture or 
video. Filters create false illusions. Now 
is the time to remove all the filters. Yes, 
reboot!

To learn more or seek confidential, 
non-disciplinary help with personal 
issues, including mental health and 
substance abuse, you can contact the 
professional clinical staff at JLAP at 
(985)778-0571, email jlap@louisiana-
jlap.com, or visit our website at www.
louisianajlap.com. The call costs noth-
ing but could make an enormous differ-
ence.

We are a CONFIDENTIAL Safe 
Haven of Healing.
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